Payment Form for CCNA Exploration part 3 and 4

Please contact Nazanin Mohammadi on x4727 or Iain Murray on x4540 should you require any more information. You can also e-mail us at cisco@ece.curtin.edu.au

The cost for CCNA Exploration part 3 and 4 is $450. You will need to fill in the form below and pay at central admin. You will then need to bring the receipt to us so that we can enroll you in the official program.

**CCNA 3: LAN Switching and Wireless** is the third of four courses leading you toward your CCNA Certification. The course focuses on advance IP addressing techniques (Variable Length Subnet Mask (VLSM)), Intermediate Routing Protocols (RIPv2, eigrp, OSPF), Command Line Interface configuration for Switches, Ethernet Switching, VLANs, Spanning Tree Protocol (STP), VLAN Trunking Protocol (VTP) and WWLAN in small to Medium Network

**CCNA 4: Accessing the WAN** is the last of the four courses leading you towards your CCNA Certification. The course focuses on advance IP Addressing techniques (NAT, PAT and DHCP). The course also discuss on the various WAN technologies that is around at the moment like PPP, ISDN, Frame Relay. Network Management and Optical Networking are discussed as well.

See you soon.

Cisco Network Academy
Curtin University

CURTIN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

TO: Cashier, Main Administration Building (101)

SUBJECT: CCNA3-4

Please receipt the following to E-100601-1060-43113 CCNA 3-4 Fees $450.00

NAME: ________________________________

Student No.: ________________________________